Schumpeter’s Heritage
The Evolution of the Theory of Evolution

Annual Conference of the European Association for
Evolutionary Political Economy (EAEPE)

First Call for Papers

EAEPE’s annual conference 2011 will celebrate the 100th birthday of Joseph Alois Schumpeter’s book “The Theory of Development”.

Keynotes will be provided by Stanley Metcalfe and Richard Nelson.

The conference invites all scholars to submit their contribution on the conference theme of this year, and on usual topics covered by EAEPE’s research areas.

Abstracts for papers to be presented can be submitted electronically at www.eaepe.org. Each submission should specify either one of EAEPE’s research areas or indicate that it contributes to the conference theme. The structure of the conference theme can be described as follows:

Track 1: The Evolving History of Economic Thought
Track 2: The Place of Innovation in Production
Track 3: The Political Economy of Finance
Track 4: From Observation to Formalism - and back
Track 5: Death or Redesign of Capitalism
Track 6: To Fresh Pastures: Global Governance, Environment, Democracy Design

Abstracts should have a length of at least 600 words, and should provide name, email and (if possible) affiliation(s) of the author(s).

The conference will take place at the Austrian Academy of Sciences in the centre of Vienna. Many other scientific associations will cooperate in this celebration of Schumpeter’s work (the International Schumpeter Society, the Gazer Schumpeter Gesellschaft, the Viennese Schumpeter Gesellschaft, the Verein fur Socialpolitik,..).

Important Dates
- Abstract submission: 01-02-2011 till 31-03-2011
- Notification of Acceptance: 31-05-2011
- Full Paper submission: 18-07-2011 till 18-10-2011

For any information on the conference, please contact the local organizers (Hardy Hanappi, Conference Chair EAEPE 2011) at schumpeter2011@econ.tuwien.ac.at
For any other assistance (website, registration, etc.), please contact EAEPE at info@eaepe.org
Scientific committee:

Kurt Dopfer; Hardy Hanappi (Conference Chair); Horst Hanusch; Werner Hölz; Oliver Kessler; Jackie Krafft; Klaus Kubeczko; Heinz Kurz; Michael Landesmann; Herbert Matis; Klaus Nielsen; Pascal Petit; Dieter Stiefel; Andreas Reinstaller; Ulrich Witt